**Milestone Verified Solution**

**Title:** AI Tech Vision - Video Analysis  
**Partner:** AI Tech Vision  
**Product:** AI-Traffic, AI-Intrusion-PRO, AI-Fire, AI-Smoke, AI-Security, AI-Overcrowd, AI-Overoccupancy  
**Milestone:** XProtect® 2018 R2  
**Date:** 18-02-2019

---

**Summary of Verification**

AI Tech Vision provided a remote desktop session to Milestone where the AI-Traffic, AI-Intrusion-PRO, AI-Fire, AI-Smoke, AI-Security, AI-Overcrowd, AI-Overoccupancy with XProtect® 2018 R2 was verified to work.

All products are verified by Milestone Engineers. AI Tech Vision provided Milestone with the following for the verification process:
- Architecture diagram showing the installation setup
- Flyers
- Datasheets
- Screenshots, Videos

**Conclusion**

This proof of verification is a consolidated document that covers the above-mentioned products and confirms that all the products has been verified to work with Milestone XProtect®

---

**About the Milestone Verification Program**

The Milestone Verification Program is intended to verify the general functionality and compatibility of the partner’s solution/product with the Milestone XProtect® video management software (VMS).

The technical setup, configuration, testing and operations are done by the partner and verified by Milestone.

**Benefits:**
- Milestone endorsement of the solution/product ensures you are choosing a solution that has been checked and verified to be working with Milestone XProtect
- Verification of your solution/product being interoperable and/or optimised for XProtect video management software (VMS)
- Differentiation from non-verified solutions/products, providing a competitive advantage